Supplemental Figure5:
Reflection spectra of (a) bulk and (b) x-cut & z-cut LN thin films( where δt is the delay between the primary pulse and the first reflection) .
Supplemental information S2. Equivalent electrical circuit for piezoelectric resonators
A Piezoelectric resonator can be described by the simplified equivalent circuit as shown in Supplemental ,where and are the minimum and maximum impedence frequencies and is the maximum impedence.
Supplemental Figure6: Simplified equivalent electrical circuit of a Piezoelectric resonator

Supplemental information S3. Modified Christoffel Equation
Wave propagation in piezoelectric media involves a coupled solution of the mechanical equations of motion and Maxwell's equations for electromagnetic waves. If Newton's second law and Maxwell's equation for the electromagnetic waves with no free charges present are considered, then for plane waves the elastic wave velocities u, can be solved from the following equation (where ρ , c and e are the density, elastic coefficient and piezoelectric stress coefficient of the material with the wave vector components k= (ω/v) N (where v, ω and N are the velocity, angular frequency and direction cosines of the wave normal [2] .
The first term corresponds to the Christoffel Equation, and the second term to the piezoelectric interaction. 
